
Introducing Our Spousal Sponsorship Application Review Package

At LooneyTooney.ca, we understand that submitting the spousal sponsorship application for
Canadian PR can be both exciting and overwhelming. That's why we are proud to offer our
exclusive review package, designed to provide you with the assurance and expertise you need to
navigate the process with confidence.

What is the Spousal Sponsorship Review Package?

The package offers an assessment of your Spousal Sponsorship Application by a certified
Canadian immigration consultant, also known as an RCIC (Regulated Canadian Immigration
Consultant). With years of experience and a deep understanding of the immigration landscape,
our RCICs are dedicated to ensuring that your application is meticulously reviewed and
optimized for success.

What Does the Package Include?

● Upto three personalized video meetings with a designated RCIC
● Thorough document evaluation and suggestions to improve the application strength. Our

focus here will be to ensure that the documents prove the “genuineness of the
relationship”

● Opportunity to get your questions answered and seek clarification

The package is suitable for applicants who are looking for professional opinion. It is NOT meant
to be a step-by-step guide on the application process.

How does the Review Process Work?

First introductory video meeting: This meeting with your assigned consultant is primarily for you
and/or your partner to explain the profile and relationship to the consultant. This ensures that
the consultant can make suggestions personalized to your situation. You can also clarify your
doubts during this interaction.

Document sharing and review: Post the first meeting, the consultant will share a list of
documents you may send for review. The documents may include financial statements, proof of
relationship, police certificates, and more. Once all the documents are received, the consultant
will thoroughly review them.



Second video meeting: In this meeting, the consultant will provide feedback on the documents
and make recommendations to strengthen your application.

Third video meeting: If required, the consultant will review the changes made by you and provide
feedback on any additional documentation received after the second meeting.

Please note that the RCIC will not ensure the accuracy of your personal details e.g. date of birth
and address. It will be assumed that you have entered those correctly.

Why Choose Our Spousal Sponsorship Review Package?

Peace of Mind:With the support of our certified immigration consultants, you can rest assured
that your application will be submitted correctly and with the utmost attention to detail,
minimizing the risk of errors or omissions.

Personalized Service:We understand that every client is unique, which is why we take a
personalized approach to every spousal sponsorship review. Your success is our priority, and we
will work closely with you to ensure that your Canadian PR journey is as smooth and efficient as
possible.

Expertise You Can Trust: Our RCICs bring a wealth of knowledge and expertise to the table,
backed by rigorous training and a commitment to upholding the highest standards of
professionalism and integrity.


